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Principal’s Message
It is very appropriate at this time of the year to express gratitude. We are blessed
to be in a city, province, and country where our students can excel and meet their
potential. Our students and staff have had an unprecedented year filled with
opportunity and success. We have had students recently return from Edmonton
where they represented SMT and all of Ontario in the Skills Canada competition in
the 3D Animation category. This is a big deal. It reflects not only the strength of these
students and their teacher but also our school and school board. These competitions
usually feature students from magnet schools or affluent private schools. To have
representation from a fully funded, equity based school is a testament that our
education system is second to none.
We are grateful for our students and coaches who brought our school to six (yes
six) city championships including five OFSAA division and one Division one
championship. Nine other athletes represented us provincially in Cross-Country,
Wrestling, and Track and Field.
Our Business Department developed true authentic assessments that found our
students winning award after award. Our partners in the BIA and Junior Achievement
were awed at the professionalism of our entrepreneurial exploits. These skills will be
transferable to the rest of our students’ lives. Our Global Solutions teams learned the
skills and research to solve “wicked problems” that challenge our world.
Our Technovation team ELEOS has advanced to national level voting for their App
development. Developing an app that supports families to find and access services
for families with kids who have different needs is a testament not simply to technical
prowess; it is a testament to faith and caring. We are grateful that students consider
otherness before themselves.
We just found out we won gold standard for our work in all things environment.
Between advocating for a strawless universe, greening our property, learning about
green industries, and aggressive recycling,our Energy SHSM, our students display
stewardship of the earth. When God gave us dominion over the earth, he also gave
us responsibility for it. Our staff and students take that seriously.
On the Arts front, our play earned 9 Cappies (think High School Oscars)
nominations. Rob Kemp won for best Oscar. Anyone who saw the show is not
surprised!
Perhaps what is most significant is that this is a short list. We are grateful for the
little things too. A student renewing their commitment to studies, others who best their
mental health challenges to simply attend to their studies, and others simply seeking
to provide acts of kindness. After all, St. Mother Teresa taught us: “Not all of us can
do great things. But we can do small things with great love.”
Thank you for a great school year with a great community!
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